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1. Introduction. A singular integral operator 3C, as applied to an integrable

function/(x) of n> 1 real variables, is defined by the Cauchy principal value

(1) x[/] = lim   f *(■*"!■) ■    /(<),,    dt,
«-0   J | ,_(|>«     \\  X — t\  /   \ X —   t\n

where the "characteristic function" k(o) is, say, continuous on the unit

sphere and its integral vanishes there. In this paper I shall consider the opera-

tion (1) as the convolution of / with a distribution K in the sense of Laurent

Schwartz, as it has been done already for » = 1 by Schwartz himself [17,

p. 115]. This point of view permits one to disregard the delicate question of

the existence of the limit in (1) and to apply 3C more generally to a distribu-

tion T rather than to a function/.

We shall see that K belongs to one of the spaces where the Fourier trans-

form 5(K) is defined. This gives an immediate solution, at least theoretically,

to the problem of composition of singular operators: If 3Ci and Xi are defined

by the distributions K\ and Kt respectively, then the distribution K which

corresponds to 3Cio 3C2 will have ^(K) = J(Pi)ff(Ps) as its Fourier transform.

The expression 5(K) (which is in reality a function) has been introduced by

Mihlin [15] and Giraud [9] under the name of "symbol" of the operator X.

As an application I shall calculate 3(K) in the special case when k(a)

is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial. The corresponding result has been

announced first by Giraud [9] and a proof has been given more recently by

Bochner [l ]. The present method uses an apparently new process of generat-

ing a complete system of spherical harmonics with the aid of Grassmann's

"algebra with complex multiplication" which is described in §3 and can be

read independently of the rest of the paper and of the theory of distributions.

On the other hand in §§2 and 4 I make constant use of the theory of

distributions and conserve the notations and terminology of Schwartz's book

[16; 17], except that I note an integral extended over R" by only one integral

sign.

In a paper, now under preparation, I shall reconsider from the present

point of view the known results concerning the composition and inversion

of singular operators [9; 10; 15; 4, footnote p. 261 ].
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My sincerest thanks are due to Laurent Schwartz for his constant en-

couragement and help, and to Alexandre Grothendieck for some useful con-

versation. Parts of the results which follow have been announced earlier in

three short notes [12; 13; 14].

2. The singular operators as distributions. We shall denote by

x = (xit • • ■ , xn), t = (h, • ■ ■ , tn), and u = (u\, • • • , un) points of the n-

dimensional euclidean space Rn («^2). r= \x\ will be the norm of x defined

as the positive square root of x2+ ■ • • -\-x\. The unit sphere Sn-i is the locus

of the points x with \x\ =1. If xdRn, we shall denote its radial projection

onto S„_i by crx, i.e. o-z = x/1 * |. Then every x(E.Rn can be written in the form

x = ra, where r = | x\ is a positive real number and <r=<rxG<Sn_i.

We shall consider a function k(a) defined and integrable on S„_i, which

verifies

(2) f     k(a)da = 0,

where da is the surface element on S„_i. Later on we shall make a stronger

assumption concerning the integrability of k(<r).

Let now <£G(£>) and define the distribution

k(o-)
(3) K = v.p. -^,

where, of course, r = \x\, <r=ax, by

r   *(<o
(4) K(<p) = lim    I      -i- <f,(x)dx.

•-o J T>t    rn

Proposition 1. The limit in (4) exists and defines K as a distribution.

Proof. According to the mean value theorem we have

<p(x) = <p(Q) + 22 -<b(6x) ■ x„

where 0<6 = 6(x)<l. Hence, using (2),

C      k(o~) C *      C        n      d x
(5) I-<p(r<x)dx =   I     dr \        £ — <b(dx)-— k(a)da.

J r>t    r" J,       Js„_, ,_i  dx, r

Now

I       £ -*(»*) — K«)d*\ ̂  < £ max   — 1}   I       | k(c) | da,
l^sn_!y=i dx, r I        (,=i \ax,\)  Js„_,

and thus the expression in (5) tends to a finite limit as <—>0.
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Define now for e>0 the function

I-> if r > «,
K.(x) = j   f

10, if r g «.

P«(x) is a locally integrable function, since

/.      .      /•   .     irK^rri     i       RI P,(x) | dx =   I I £(<r) | da  I       — =   | | £(cr) | (fcrlog — >
«<|x|<K ^S„-l A r ^S„-l >■

and defines thus a distribution P«. We have just proved that Kt(<p) tends to

K(d>) for every <pG(S)), hence [16, Chap. Ill, Theoreme XIII, p. 75] K is a

distribution.

Let now 5 be a real number verifying 1 <s< °o and suppose that

(6) f       | jfe(<r)|'Ar <  oo ;

then we can prove

Proposition 2(x). PG(2D'ls).

Proof. Let «(x)G(2D) be such that Oga(x)gl and a(x) = l for |x| g£l.

Then we can write

P = aP + (1 - a) P.

Now aP has compact support [16, p. 116] and so aPG(£')C(SDi.s). On the

other hand, since

/•"> r      I k(a) I*           r°°      dr        r     .        .
1    w '   <fo =-I ft(«r) \'d<j,

(1— ct)K is a function vanishing for |x| ^1 and belonging to P*. Since

P*C(£>i*)i the proposition is proved.

Theorem 1. If (6) is verified for some s>l, then KG(2Di") for all 1 <p < °°.

For if Kp<s, then (6) implies

I        | k(a) \pd<r < oo,
^n—1

hence, by Proposition 2, PE(£>£»■). On the other hand if s<p<«>, then

(»MC(fe).
For TG(^>'lt) we define the (generalized) Hilberl transform of P by

_ X[T] = K*T.
(') For the definition and properties of the spaces (SDz^) and (D'l*) see [17, Chapter VI,

pp. 55-61].
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It follows from Theorem 1 that for any q>p we have K * PG(3)w) and that

T—>K * T is a continuous linear mapping of (©7,") into (SD'x,«) [17, Chap. VI,

Theoreme XXVI.2°, p. 59]. But in reality more can be proved:

Theorem 2. // (6) is verified for some s>l, then T^>K *T is a continuous

mapping of (SDz,") into (£>'l") for all 1 <p< « .

We shall denote by p' the conjugate exponent of p, i.e. 1/p + l/p' = 1. Let

us recall that if p<q and if we identify the distributions of (S>'lp), which are

linear forms on (SDi"'), with their restrictions to (SDls'), then (SDl") can be

considered as a subspace of (3D'z,«) and the topology induced by (3)x,«) on

(201*) is weaker than that of (£>'lp)- We shall make use of the following corol-

lary to the closed graph theorem [11, p. 32]: Let E and F be two metrizable

and complete topological vector spaces. Let u be a linear mapping of E into F.

If u is continuous for a weaker separated topology on F, then u is continuous.

As we know that T—*K * T is a continuous mapping of (20'x,") into (£>'m)>

all we have to prove is that K * T belongs to (2D'L") ,i.e. that K * T is the restric-

tion to (SDt/) of a continuous linear form on (20 7/). First we shall state two

lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let *G(35). Then

K*d> = lxm   f k(j^-r) dt.
e-K>    J |*_l|>«       \\   X   —   t\ /   \   X   —   t\n

K*<b is an infinitely differentiable function and(2) Dm(K *<p)=K *Dm<j>. [17,

Chap. VI, Theoreme XI, p. 22].

Lemma 2. For <£G(2D) we have

11***11*-' ^ «p.||*||ir,
where aj depends on K and p', but not on *.

This is a consequence of Lemma 1 and of a theorem of Calderon and

Zygmund [3].

Proof of Theorem 2. For *G(£>) we have by Lemma 1 that Dm(K*<t>)

= K* Pm* and hence by Lemma 2

||£>»(X.*)||Lp' ^ ap.||Z)«*||t*.

This shows that ***G(2Dt,!") and that if we consider on (20) the topology

induced by (207,*"), then the linear mapping *—>K*<j> of (20) into (20L*') is

continuous. Let now PG(2Dt,i>), then the relation [17, formula (VI, 4; 11),

p. 24]

<*.?,*> = <r, P.*>

(!) 7> = 3"l""'"»/toml • ■ • dxm".
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shows that K * T is a continuous linear form on (2D) considered with the

above topology. As (2D) is dense in (S)lp') [17, p. 55], K * T can be extended

to a continuous linear form on the whole space (£>l"'), which proves the

theorem.

Remark. If T=fGLp, then it can be shown, of course, that also K*f is

a function belonging to Lp. It then follows from the theorem used in the

proof of Theorem 2 that /—*K *f is a continuous mapping of Lp into Lv.

K *f is the limit of P« */ in Lv and also in the sense of pointwise convergence

almost everywhere [2; 3 ].

3. Grassmann's complex algebra and spherical harmonics. The Grass-

mann algebra with complex multiplication [5, §15] is the commutative graded

algebra [6, p. 7]

over the field R of the real numbers, where the subspace Q\ is isomorphic to

Rn and its canonical basis ei, e%, • • • , en verifies the relation

(7) el + el + ■ ■ • + el = 0.

A basis of Qj is formed by the C„+y_2,y products of the form

(8) eiV • • • e»"-i    with    h + h + • • • + /„_i = j,

and the C„+/-s,/-i products of the form

(9) eUl • • • en"-i'e„    with   h + h + ■ ■ • + ln-\ = j — 1,

since, in virtue of (7), every product

exei ■ ■ ■ en    with   pi + Si + • ■ • + sn = J

can be expressed as a linear combination of terms (8) and (9). The vector-

space Qj has dimension (3)

(« 4- j - 3)!
(10) Cn+i-i.j + Cn+,-3,,-1 = (n + 2/ - 2) —-—-.

j\(n — 2)!

We shall now show that the coordinates of

x> = (»!«! + x2e2 + • • ■ + xne„)> (j = 1, 2, 3, • • •)

in Qj with respect to the basis given in (8) and (9) are linearly independent

(3) Clearly Q is the ideal formed by the elements of degree £ 1 of S(Rn)/a, where 5(/f)

is the symmetrical algebra  [6, p.   2l] of Rn and o is the  ideal generated by the element
2   , 2
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homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree j. As the maximum number of

independent harmonic polynomials of degree j is given by (10) [8, p. 237],

the coordinates of *' 0 = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ )> together with the constant 1, form a

complete orthogonal system on S„_i.

By the polynomial theorem we have

•   _ V-> J • »1 »n   «1 «n
x  — /, %i  ' • • xn €i       • en.

«!+• • ■+•»—* ill • * •  in'

Let first 5„ be even. Then (7) gives

»„ , 2 2 2        «„/2
en  = (— ei — ez — ■ • • — e„_i)

(t>
- (-1)'»/2Z, —-—-;-:—«i • • • en-i,

(f)'-(?>
where the summation is extended over all systems mi, pn, • ■ • , Mn-i with

Ml + M2 + • • ■ + m»-i = s„,

(11) Mi* Mil * * * * Mn-i even,

0 t% m< ̂ *»(*'= 1, 2, ••-,»- 1).

It follows that the coefficient of (8) in the expression of xi will be

Vi (x) (h - ui)! • • • (/„_i - m»-i) W

_fan/2) !_ !l-Ml l«-l-*l«    1        »n

where the summation is extended over sn = 0, 2, 4, • • •   and all systems

Mil • • • i Mn-i which satisfy (11).

Next let 5n be odd. Then

•n-l ,       .. (»»-D/2 ̂ -> (fan  —   l)/2)! „, „„_,

*      =(-1} E    W2)!...(,„_1/2)!ei--'e"-1'

where the summation is extended over all systems jui, M2, • • • , Mn-i with

Mi + M2 + ■ • • + Mn-l = s„ — 1,

(13) mi, M2, • • • , Mn-i even,

0 ^ m.- ̂ J. - 1    fa - 1, 2, •••,»- 1).
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The coefficient of (9) in the development of x' is

(14)     FI<'1,""'-1,1)(x) = £(-l)<—»/»-
(/!-„!)!•• •(/„_!-M-0!^!

((sn - l)/2)! ,,_„, ^    ^    !._!--._, »„
•vl 3/m—1 -t/li

(w/2)l-U2)l

where the summation is extended over

(13). 5„ = 1, 3, 5, ■ • •    and all    m, • • • , p.n-i

We have to prove that the homogeneous polynomials given in (12) and

(14) are harmonic. It is obvious that A Yj is a homogeneous polynomial of

degree j —2, i.e. the linear combination of monomials of the form

,. rs Ii—»i   h-'t 'n-l-'n-l   Pa

(15) Xl X2       ■   ■   ■   Xn-l Xn      ,

where

(16) (h - Vl) + • • • + (/„_! - iv_0 + Pn = j - 2.

This same term is obtained by differentiating twice the n monomials whose

variable parts are

ll—»1+* 'n-l-"n-l    P»

Xi * ■ '   Xn—\ Xn  ,

J

'l-'l ln-l-»n-l+2    Pn

Xl *  "  '   Xn—i Xn y

'l-'l 'n-l-'n-l    Pn+2

Xl ...   3^—I 3^        ^

with respect to Xi, • • • , x„_i, x„ respectively. Thus in the case of a poly-

nomial (12) the coefficient of (15) in AY, is

g(-i)W^_-_^-_
ti '     V 2 / (Zi -„,)!•■ ■ (/„_! - r_0 W  ("i/2)! • • ■ K-i/2)!

il ((p» + 2)/2)l
A-  (_l)(p»+2)/S_.   -"^        -ii—:-

(h - vi)! • • • 0,-1 - r-i) !pn!  (»i/2)! ■ • • (v„-i/2)!'

This expression can be written as a product, where one factor is

n-l

(17) £ "< - p» - 2.
<-i

Since we have
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n-l

2Zh=h
t-i

by subtraction from (16) we obtain that (17) equals zero, i.e. AF,=0 for

the polynomials (12).

In the case of a Yj of type (14) the coefficient of (15) in AYj is

vVnon-D/^_i!_«* - 1)/2)!
fx \2j(h-vi)l--- (ln-i - r_0 !p„!   fai/2)! • • • (>.n_1/2)!

L/    ,v +iw« ^'! ((p„+l)/2)!
-L.   (— lj(pn+D/2 -   _

(h - n)! • ■ • (L-i - r»-i)!p„! fai/2)! • • • (y„_i/2)l '

This expression contains the factor

(18) £ r< - p„ - 1.
t-i

Since we have now

£ /•■ +1 = /,
.'=1

by subtraction from (16) we get that (18) equals zero and the polynomials

(14) are harmonic too.

On the other hand it is obvious that the polynomials Yj are linearly inde-

pendent, since every one of them contains exactly one term in which xn enters

with degree /„ ^ 1, and all these terms have different systems of exponents

lit hi   '   '   '   ,  In-

Let us also observe that

(19) f     Yj(o-)da = 0
JSn-l

for j ^ 1, as this expresses the well known orthogonality of Yj and the con-

stant function on the sphere S„_i [8, p. 241 ].

4. The Fourier transforms of certain special operators. We shall now

consider the vectorial distribution

T((n+j)/2)         a>       T((n+j)/2)            s*
Hj =-v.p.—■ =-v.p. i—i-•

7r"/2r(;/2)      r r• t»i*T(J/2) \ x\"+>'

Hj is a continuous linear mapping of (20z,*') into Qj [16, p. 30] whose com-

ponents are

T((n+j)/2)        YM
-v.p.- (j = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

»»'T(//2) r" J
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From (19) we see that these components are indeed distributions of the type

K considered in §2. Our main objective is to prove that the Fourier transform

of Hj is

(20) 3(Hi) = (-*")'• t^T-.-
I u V

Considering the components we obtain the result of Giraud referred to in the

introduction, according to which

/     Yj(Vx)\       T»"roy2)    v t
ff ( v.p. -j—|— J = - Yj(an),

\   H   \x\"J      i'T((n + j)/2)

where, by linearity, Yj can be any homogeneous harmonic polynomial of

degree j.

To prove (20) let us remark first that

(21) v.p. — = x'( Pf.-)
rn+j y       rn+> /

[16, p. 45], since by (5) the infinite part of the integral

— <b(x)dx
r" rn

is zero. Let us suppose first that/ is odd. Then we have [17, formula (VII,

7; 13), p. 113]

/       i \ r(-//2)    .   .
5(Pf. - ) = Tn'2+' ———-     M  >.

\       r"+>/ T((n + j)/2)

A well known property of the gamma function [7, p. 3, formula (6)] gives

V     2/        V 2   )     (-i)(m>/ir(y + 2)/2)

and so

(\    \                   (—l)(i+DI2Tnli+i+l

Pf.-) =- I u I'.
rn+i/      T((j + 2)/2)T((n + j)/2) '

We introduce now the operator

^      V-        d
D=2Je> —

»_i      ou,

and apply the formula

(23) 'S(x'T) = (-2vi)->D*5(T)
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[17, (VII, 7; 3), p. 109]. An elementary calculation shows that

(24) D'\ u\> = (-l)0-imi2.32 • • • (j - 2)2/T^-r,
I uv

hence (21), (23), (22), and (24) give

/ x> \ tt"12        irl2-32 • • • fa - 2)V    w

*\P' ~r~^) ~ Y((n+j)/2)      VVY((j + 2)/2)       H* '

Since

r-l*-3*---0'-2)V /A    /i + 2\
-5!--r(7)r(—)

we obtain finally

/      ^ \     »»'*r072) «'
EF( v.p.-J =-( — i)';—r>

V   H   r"+'7      T((n+j)/2) \u\<

which proves (20) for odd j.

Let now j be even, then [17, (VII, 7; 14), p. 114]

/     i \      *ni2+i       (-i)172   , , r     i i
(25) if I Pi.-) =-2 —-    « ii log—j—r + An ,-  ,

V       r»+'/      r((n+j)/2)    r((j + 2)/2)  '    'L      x|«| "J'

where An,j is a constant. Let us prove that

(26) X>*| wl'Tlog—j—j- + An,~\ = (-l)"222-42 ■•■ (j- 2)2i^r- •
L 7T |  « | J | U \>

Observe first that

1 u
(27) D log -r—r = - -r-T-

■K |  U | I M I

and

(28) D« = D(«i«i + • • • + «n«n) = e\ + ■ ■ • + el = 0,

which follows from (7). Now for l^l^j/2 we have

D'lwl'flog-i—r + 4„,yl
(29) '    ' i

= j(j ~ 2) •••(/- 21 + 2)«' | u ^"["log-p—j- + ^BiJ + «,««| «)*-«
L *"|  «| J

where a; is a constant. This can be proved by mathematical induction. In

fact let (29) be true, then the relations (27), (28), and (24) (for/ = l) yield
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D>+i\u\'[log-j-- + An,i~j

= M -2) ■■■(]- 2/)«,+11 « I'-^^riog—r—i + A..A

+ j(j ~ 2) •••(/- 21 + 2)ul | u \i~» (- -r^\ + aid - 2ZV+11 u |*-«+*

= iO* - 2) • • • (/ - 2(Z + 1) + 2)u'+l | «|/-««-« [log-p^ + An.j~\
L      tt| w| J

+ ai+1Mi+1|«|'-2(i+1',

which proves (29). In particular we have for l=j/2:

D^lMl'Tlog^^ + ^a,,]
L TC\U\ J

= j(j - 2) • • • 2«''^log-p-| + AnA + aj,iU'l\

from where, in virtue of (27) and (28),

D''i+1 \u\i [log -j—p + An,A = - j(j - 2) • • • 2w<'+«'21 « K
L    x|«| J

Since obviously

M0+2)/2 U'

D><*-> -j-r- = (-2)(-4) • • • (-/ + 2) j-p,

we have proved (26).

It now follows from (21), (23), (25) and (26) that

/ x> \ irn/2 22-42 • • • (/ - l)2/    u'

* V'P' 7^/ ~ r((n+/)/2)   2'->i>T((/ + 2)/2)   ~\u~\''

Since for even /

22.42 ■■■(/-   1)2/ =  r / A j, (j + 2\

we obtain

/       x' \       «-»/2r(//2) «>
fj (v.p.-) =-(-i)'-,—r

\   F   f*0       T((n+j)/2)K \u\i

which proves (20) also in the case of an even /.

In virtue of the result just obtained, the vectorial Hilbert transforms
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Kj[T] = Hj*T (j= 1, 2, 3, •••)

form a one-parameter semi-group of operators, since (20) implies the com-

position formula

3C,-[3Ci[r]] = Hj*Hi*T = Hi+i*T = 3C)+I[r].

If we put Ho = o, then 3Co will be the identity operator.

In the case « = 2 the operators 3Cy can also be defined for negative j and

then the 3C,- form a group. The composition formula in this case has been ob-

tained by Tricomi and Mihlin [15; 12; 14](4).
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